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What’s Cooking, Uncle Sam?
What’s Cooking, Uncle Sam?, paperback

19.95

Based on the National Archives Experience exhibition
“What’s Cooking, Uncle Sam? The Government’s Effect
on the American Diet,” this catalog traces the
Government’s efforts to change the way Americans eat
back to the founding fathers. Written by exhibition
curator Alice D. Kamps, with a message from Archivist
of the United States David S. Ferriero and a foreword by
award-winning chef and the exhibition’s Chief Culinary
Advisor José Andrés, the catalog explores the various
ways the Federal Government has affected the American
diet. The full-color catalog features correspondence,
legislation, photographs, pamphlets, posters, and even Presidential recipes and
menus from the vast collection of records in the National Archives.
Eating with Uncle Sam, hardcover

29.95

Eating with Uncle Sam: Recipes and Historical
Bites from the National Archives features over 150
historical and modern-day recipes from the
collection at the National Archives, including a
wide selection of regional favorites from each of
the Presidential libraries. With a message from
Archivist of the United States David S. Ferriero
and an introduction by America’s 2011
Outstanding Chef of the Year and Chief Culinary
Advisor to the National Archives Experience’s
“What’s Cooking, Uncle Sam?” exhibition José Andrés, Eating with Uncle Sam
explores America’s rich history of food.
“What’s Cooking, Uncle Sam”
4-Coaster Set

16.95

The images “Grow Your Own, Can Your
Own,” “Raised ’em myself in a U.S. School
Garden,” “Know Your Onions; Make all the
Food go all the way,” and “Field-Marshal
Potato Pete” from World War II food posters
in the records of the National Archives are
reproduced on these 4 whimsical coasters.
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“Grow Your Own, Be Sure” Canvas Tote, 15 ¾” x 19”
23.95
This sturdy canvas tote with a timely message, features a
colorful image of vegetables taken from one of many vintage
war posters in the vast holdings of the National Archives,
reflecting the Government’s influence on the food we eat
from the farm and factory to the kitchen table.
“What’s Cooking, Uncle Sam”
Postcard Book

12.95

This book of 20 vintage poster images taken
from the vast holdings of the National
Archives reflects the Government’s efforts
through the years to inspire, influence, and
control what Americans eat. The postcards
showcase themes from the two world wars,
from encouraging home gardening and the use of leftovers, to movements to
“grow and can your own.”
“Grow Your Own, Can Your Own” Tray

14.95

The image of a mother and daughter working together on
this whimsical melamine tray is taken from one of many
vintage World War II posters held in the records of the
National Archives, documenting the Government’ efforts
through the years to inspire, influence, and control what
Americans eat. Also available: “Know Your Onions”
Tray with an image of a chef holding an onion with tears
in his eyes.
Flour Sack Kitchen Towel Set
19.95
These gift packs of 2 cotton towels feature full-color
images taken from the many vintage war posters in the
vast holdings of the National Archives. They reflect the
Government’s influence on the food we eat from the
farm and factory to the kitchen table. There are three
designs to chose from:
“Grow Your Own, Be Sure!” Poster
“Know Your Onions” Poster
“What’s Cooking, Uncle Sam?” Logo
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Vitamin Donuts Mug
10.95
This mug promises “pep” and “vigor” whether from
the generous sized coffee it holds or the vintage image
taken from a World War II-era poster in the holdings
of the National Archives advertising “Vitamin
Donuts”, fortified with a minimum of 25 units of
Vitamin B1.

American Heritage Chocolate
Handcrafted from an authentic colonial recipe by the
Historic Division of Mars, Incorporated, the rich
taste of these 100% natural chocolate products takes
one back in time.
Chocolate Sticks, 4 sticks packaged in cotton bag
with vintage design
7.50
Chocolate Block, 5.13 oz.
10.00
Hot Chocolate, 12.7 oz. packaged in cotton bag
with vintage design
20.00
Single Chocolate Bar, Individually wrapped 1.50

Garden Jam, 10 oz. jar

9.95

Made in open 40 quart pots, these regionally crafted jams
are slow cooked and poured to perfection. Each has a high
fruit content and contains all natural ingredients. The
handsome jar is beribboned with the National Archives
“What’s Cooking, Uncle Sam?” logo on the top. Available
flavors are raspberry and rhubarb/strawberry.
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Books and DVDs
Archive This!, paperback

13.50

Discover the wonders of being an Archivist in this
exciting kit! Travel along with Ben Franklin as he
shows our two intrepid Archivists-in-training
around the National Archives, and join them with
your very own membership card. Archive This! is
a great introduction to the Archives for the
children on your list.
The National Archives Building,
paperback
18.95
The National Archives Building: Temple of
American History is an exploration of the
history of the National Archives Building.
The book is intended as a lay person’s
guide to the National Archives Building,
explaining its history, architectural
features, and the symbolism of its ornate
sculptures. Filled with historic
photographs and architectural drawings
from the Archives' holdings, as well as contemporary photographs by Carol M.
Highsmith and Colin Winterbottom, the book celebrates architect John Russell
Pope's masterwork and traces the history of the Archives from its inception.
Eating with Uncle Sam, hardcover

29.95

Eating with Uncle Sam: Recipes and Historical
Bites from the National Archives features over
150 historical and modern-day recipes from
the collection at the National Archives,
including a wide selection of regional favorites
from each of the Presidential libraries. With a
message from Archivist of the United States
David S. Ferriero and an introduction by
America’s 2011 Outstanding Chef of the Year
and Chief Culinary Advisor to the National
Archives Experience’s “What’s Cooking, Uncle
Sam?” exhibition José Andrés, Eating with Uncle Sam explores America’s rich
history of food.
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What’s Cooking, Uncle Sam?
paperback

19.95

Based on the National Archives Experience
exhibition “What’s Cooking, Uncle Sam? The
Government’s Effect on the American Diet,” this
catalog traces the Government’s efforts to change
the way Americans eat back to the founding
fathers. Written by exhibition curator Alice D.
Kamps, with a message from Archivist of the
United States David S. Ferriero and a foreword by
award-winning chef and the exhibition’s Chief
Culinary Advisor José Andrés, the catalog
explores the various ways the Federal
Government has affected the American diet. The
full-color catalog features correspondence,
legislation, photographs, pamphlets, posters, and
even Presidential recipes and menus from the vast collection of records in the
National Archives.
Discovering the Civil War
hardcover
paperback

44.95
26.95

Discovering the Civil War peels back 150 years of
accumulated analysis, interpretation, and opinion
to reveal a Civil War that is little-known. Featuring
over 250 letters, diaries, photos, maps, petitions,
receipts, patents, amendments and proclamations
from the incomparable holdings of the National
Archives, it takes a fresh look at the Civil War
through little-known stories, seldom-seen
documents, and unusual perspectives. Grouped
into themes such as "Spies and Conspiracies,"
"Prisoners and Casualties," "Global War," and
"Raising Armies," this new book looks beyond the
battlefield to the experiences of ordinary people.
Famous documents, such as the 13th Amendment to the Constitution, are
juxtaposed with innovative wartime patents, including a multipurpose device
that could serve as a tent, knapsack, or blanket, and a message in Chinese
script asking for Confederate ships to be barred from Chinese ports - proving
that the Civil War became a truly international struggle.
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Records of Our National Life,
hardcover
paperback

59.95
45.00

Published in honor of the Archives’ 75th
anniversary, Records of Our National Life is a
highly illustrated volume that takes the
reader on a journey through American
history, from the struggle for independence
to the 2009 tally of electoral votes. Featuring
more than 800 documents, maps,
photographs, and drawings, as well as
essays by some of America’s leading
journalists, political commentators, and
broadcasters, the book provides readers with
a glimpse into the extensive holdings of the Archives.
The Public Vaults Unlocked
hardcover
paperback

35.00
22.50

The Charters of Freedom are just the tip of a vast
iceberg of records held by the National Archives.
Millions of letters, memos, maps, drawings,
photographs, films, and digital files from the three
branches of the United States Government are
permanently preserved by us, for us – the American
people. The Public Vaults permanent exhibition in
Washington, D.C. presents the depth, diversity, and
magnitude of the Federal Government’s records. This
book features more than 150 illustrated documents, photographs, audio
transcripts, video stills, and installation shots of the interior of the exhibition.
School House to White House
hardcover
paperback

29.95
19.95

This highly illustrated volume uses memoirs,
scrapbooks, and letters to reveal the wide range of
formative experiences that shaped the lives of the
Presidents from Herbert Hoover to George W. Bush.
Whatever their station in life at the time, wherever in
America they were educated, and whatever
circumstances they faced, each young man developed a
special regard for schooling and the importance of
education.
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Ken Burns’ Prohibition, DVD

39.99

A 6-hour, three-part documentary from acclaimed
filmmaker Ken Burns on America’s “Noble Experiment,”
the 18th Amendment that for 13 years turned millions of
law-abiding citizens into “criminals.” Here are their
stories: the jobbers, bootleggers, gangsters, flappers. But
beyond the cocktails and the speakeasies, this is a
darker tale about the proper role of government and the
politicians who run it, individual rights and
responsibilities, and who is and who is not a real
American.
My Fellow Americans: The Most Important
Speeches of America’s Presidents from
George Washington to Barack Obama, by
Michael Waldman, foreword by David Gergen,
CDs narrated by George Stephanopoulos,
Hardcover with 2 CDs
39.99
Text of speeches from all 44 presidents, plus on
CD the actual voices of every president since
Benjamin Harrison: FDR’s first inaugural &
four freedoms; JFK’s inaugural and both his
and Reagan’s Berlin speeches; campaign
recordings of Teddy Roosevelt and Woodrow
Wilson; an audio re-enactment of Lincoln’s
Gettysburg Address; Eisenhower’s “MilitaryIndustrial Complex” speech, and much more.
Signing Their Lives Away by Denise Kiernan & Joseph
D’Agnese, hardcover
19.95
Introduces in brief, lively portraits the 56 men who signed the
Declaration of Independence. Book jacket unfolds into
facsimile of the Declaration.
Signing Their Rights Away by Denise Kiernan
& Joseph D’Agnese, hardcover
19.95
The companion to the above volume: 39 brief,
revealing portraits of the signers of the United
States Constitution. Book jacket unfolds into
facsimile of all four pages of the Constitution.
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Discovering the Civil War
Lincoln Quote Bowl

27.50

This 5 ½” glass bowl is etched with the Abraham
Lincoln quote “It’s not the years in your life, it’s the
life in your years.”

Lincoln Quote Tote Bag, 17½” x 11”

47.95

This handsome, sturdy canvas bag, with interior
zip pocket and leather detailing is embroidered
with Lincoln’s quote “the things I want to know
are in books.”

Cipher Paperweight

12.95

This handsomely boxed, acrylic paperweight is a
reproduction of the cipher disk held in the records
of the National Archives and created by Maj. Albert
J. Myer, a U.S. Army surgeon, to protect Union
Army communications.

Civil War Letterhead Stationery Sets

12.95

The design of this antique letterpress stationery was
reproduced from authentic letterhead used in
professional and personal correspondence during
the Civil War era. The original letterhead can be
found in the vast Civil War holdings of the National
Archives. Choose between Compass, Eagle, Flags,
and Ship designs. Each set contains 10 sheets and
10 envelopes .
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The National Archives,
the Charters of Freedom,
and Other Documents
American Documents Series Ornament

14.95

These brass with 24Kt. gold finish collectable ornaments
are part of an annual National Archives series celebrating
some of the most important documents in American
History.
2009 Declaration of Independence
2010 Emancipation Proclamation
2011 Constitution

National Archives Porcelain Ornament
25.00
This handsome ornament features a rendition of the
National Archives Building in Washington, DC.

Brass Bookmarks
5.95
These bookmarks include quotes from important documents
in the records of the National Archives. Choose from the
following documents:
Emancipation Proclamation
Declaration of Independence
Constitution
Bill of Rights

Document Reproductions
4.95
Each of these reproductions is
handsomely packaged in a tube for
gift giving and storage. They are hand dyed in
Pennsylvania to give them an authentic look. Choose
from the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights
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Declaration Mural Puzzle, 500 pieces

17.95

This puzzle features the Declaration mural by Barry
Faulkner in the Rotunda for the Charters of Freedom.

Constitution Mural Puzzle, 500 pieces
17.95
This puzzle features the Constitution mural by Barry
Faulkner in the Rotunda for the Charters of Freedom.

“We the People” Mug
9.95
This impressive deep navy blue mug is decorated with
the powerful words from the Constitution “We the
People.”

“We the People” Baseball
10.95
This patriotic leather ball is inscribed with the words
from the U.S. Constitution, “We the People” as well as
the signatures of the signers of that founding
document.

“We the People” Tote

24.95

This sophisticated, sturdy black and white
canvas bag is inscribed with the famous
preamble to the U.S. Constitution: “We the
People…”
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“We the People” Folding Umbrella
29.95
The handsome black exterior of this umbrella,
inscribed with “The National Archives Experience,”
opens up to reveal a design of the Constitution.

Charters of Freedom
100-page Blank Notebooks

11.95

Within the pages of these specially designed
notebooks is a die cut space to hold a pen, so you
are never without when you need to make a
notation. The outside covers of the notebooks
feature details of the Declaration of Independence
or the Constitution.

National Archives Bookends
75.00
These impressive bookends reproduce
in great detail the grand Constitution
Avenue entrance to the National
Archives, including the brass doors.

National Archives Building Scarf
45.00
This rectangular devore silk scarf is handsomely
designed with a pattern detail from the National
Archives building. Available in gold or silver
(shown).

National Archives Building Tie
35.00
This silk tie is woven with an elegant design
detail from the National Archives building.
Available in blue, gold or red (shown).
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Words We Live By Quiz Deck: American
Historical Documents
9.95
From the Declaration of Independence to the
Tonkin Gulf Resolution, this quiz deck
features American documents held in the
records of the National Archives, reflective of
more than two hundred years of United States
history. A great learning tool for children and
adults.

History Seal Ornament
19.95
The image on this hand crafted fine
pewter ornament is a reproduction of the
“History” medallion embedded in the floor
of the foyer leading to the Rotunda of the
National Archives Building.

History Seal
Paperweight
12.95
A reproduction of the “History” medallion embedded
in the floor of the foyer leading to the Rotunda of the
National Archives Building is the centerpiece of this
handsomely boxed acrylic paperweight.
Magna Carta Pen
12.95
Inscribed in script with the words “Magna
Carta” and “National Archives Experience,”
this impressive black and silver pen housed
in a handsome gift box lends a sense of
history to the user.
When Elvis Met Nixon Puzzle, 500 pieces
17.95
The most popular image reproduced from the
National Archives records is the White House
meeting between President Nixon and Elvis
Presley. This puzzle is a reproduction of a
photograph from that historic meeting.
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